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Editorial

News from Mauritius

Last month, WABCG Secretariat was invited to
moderate a session at the Conférence Internationale
du Sucre, organized by APS and ISO in Casablanca,
Morocco. This session included speakers from
Morocco, Sudan and Egypt who had one common
point: optimism. It is indeed
worth mentioning that in some
areas of the world, government
strategies encourage long term
visions and design public policies
to invest and to develop their
industry.

The Mauritius sugar industry has incurred heavy
financial losses over the past 2 crops, when the world
market price has stood well below the average global
production cost.

They are examples to follow for
all of us: they are preparing the future: analysts
estimate that, in the next 10 years, we will have to
provide 40 Mt more sugar – not including ethanol
potentials!

exporters have suffered from
such revenue shortfalls, the
vulnerability of Mauritius is
even more pronounced given
its exposure for 90% of its
production, pursuant to the
erosion
of
its
trade
preferences in the EU, its traditional export
destination.
The domestic consumption accounts for 35,000 tons
sugar annually, representing only 10% of its new
average crop outturn, which is now closer to 350,000
tons, compared with an annual average in excess of
500,000 tons over the previous decade.

Of course, with markets currently so depressed, this
can cause friction within the sugar world. You will see
in this ‘News from WABCG’ that our friends from
Mauritius and Germany are indeed fully right in
expressing the will to have a level playing field in the
global sugar market.
In some countries – like mine – some would conclude
that we should give up any kind of public policies. I
remain certain that public policies are still needed –
and even much more than in the past, with the
liberalisation of exchanges. With a sugar market as
depressed as now, so greatly influenced by external
factors (currencies, speculators, etc), safeguards
cannot only be put in place by growers!
And public policies are not incompatible with level
playing fields: risk management tools or ethanol
promotion are examples where a government can
help its farmers, its industries, to face hard times
without affecting competitiveness of others!
Jean-Pierre Dubray, President WABCG

The number of
sugarcane planters on
the island has
consequently reached
a mere 12,000, a 50%
reduction over the
last 10 years.

While

all

sugar

The significant reduction in acreage under cane
cultivation is attributed to the loss in interest among
growers precisely due to the persistent decline in
their sugar sales revenue. The number of sugarcane
planters on the island has consequently reached a
mere 12,000, a 50% reduction over the last 10 years.
Compared with other producers with more
meaningful domestic markets, which allow them to
safeguard their sales revenue, the bulk of sales for
the Mauritian industry is therefore subject to this
world price distortion, which is itself triggered by the
trade-distorting support measures provided in major
sugar producing countries.

The World Association of Beet and Cane Growers (WABCG) is the international organisation which groups together the national and regional
associations of sugar beet and sugar cane growers at international level. WABCG has 36 member associations and unites over 5 million sugar
beet and sugar cane growers from the five continents. WABCG is present in over 30 countries, producing 60% of world sugar production.
www.wabcg.org
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The net revenue from sugar over the past 2 crops has
consequently fallen to an average of 40% below its
producers’ average viability price level, and it is
feared that, irrespective of a further increase in its
cost competitiveness, such dire financial situations
will persist in the absence of a level playing field in
the global market, and could therefore lead to the
slow demise of the
industry.
A comprehensive
structural reform,
Given
the
putting more
‘multifunctional’
emphasis on the
contribution of the
cane’s other revenue
sugar industry, which
streams, is awaited.
has been the backbone
of its economy for
decades, Mauritius cannot, however, do away with
it. Discussions are being pursued at different levels
to ensure it remains sustainable over the foreseeable
future, and a comprehensive structural reform,
putting more emphasis on the cane’s other revenue
streams, is awaited.

Devesh Dukhira, CEO
MSC (Mauritius Sugar Syndicate ), Mauritius

News from Denmark
We are now looking forward to the beginning of a
new season. Hopefully, we will start sowing the beet
within 2 weeks. An early start is important for the
final yield.
We need a good year after a 2018-season with a very
severe drought – the worst in 100 years. The beet
managed all right
taking
the
dry
conditions
into
consideration and
ended up with a
yield 15 % below our
5-years average. But
in combination with
the present low
sugar and beet
prices it has put the
sugar beet under
pressure. The beet is
in strong competition with alternative crops like
wheat, malting barley, rape seed, and grass seed.
Here a few weeks before sowing it’s still possible to
get a beet contract for 2019 – it clearly shows the
effect of the low prices and the increased
competition in the sugar
marked in the EU. A few
Here a few weeks
years ago beet contracts
before sowing it’s still
were “sold out” long
possible to get a beet
before the start of the
contract for 2019 – it
season.
clearly shows the
effect of the low
The year before, 2017
prices and the
was on the contrary a
increased competition
very, very wet year
in the sugar marked
which caused a lot of
in the EU.
problems in the harvest
time and a yield below
average as well. So we really need a good year with
normal growing conditions – if that exists!
In 2018 we were 930 beet growers with an average
of 37 hectares per grower.
We receive about 60-70 % of the payment for our
beet during the campaign from October to January
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when we deliver our beet. The remaining 30-40 % is
paid from the sugar company in July – about half a
year after the finish the campaign.
The beet price is divided into a basic beet price for
beet with a16 % sugar content. On top of that we get
a bonus/malus for higher/lower sugar content –
normally a bonus as the average sugar content is
18%.
Furthermore we get an extra payment to growers,
who deliver their beet early or late in the campaign.
If you deliver early you lose a potential growth as the
beet normally keeps growing until the middle of
November. And if you deliver late you have losses
from storing the beet,
either if it’s too warm or
too cold.
We
also
get
a
bonus/malus
for
delivering clean beet
with little soil as the
sugar factories for many
reasons don’t want too
much soil coming in with
the beet.

We are right now in a process where we are
negotiating with the sugar company about the
contract conditions and prices for 2020 and we aim
for a result within the next 3 months.
In the coming season we will continue growing
organic beet and producing organic sugar. We
restarted with organic beet and sugar in 2017 and
our aim is to increase the area. We had a similar
production back in the
years from 1999-2005, We restarted with
but back then we had to organic beet and
stop the production as sugar in 2017 and our
the marked was not aim is to increase the
ready to pay the extra area.
price
for
growing
organic beet. A lot has changed since then, and I’m
sure the marked is ready now.
With the best wishes for the coming season!
Jørn Dalby, President
Danske Sukkerroedyrkere (Danish Beet Growers), Denmark

The beet pulp belongs to the growers, so they get a
payment as well for the pulp. The price depends on
the price the sugar company gets for selling the dried
or pressed pulp on the marked for cattle feedstuff.
The growers can choose different kinds of contracts,
1 or 3 years, with either a fixed or variable price. The
beet price in the variable contracts depends on the
final financial result of the sugar company – which
again very much depends on the sugar price.
The transport of the beet to the sugar factory is
mainly done by the sugar company but it is still
possible to transport your own beet, where you are
compensated with a payment corresponding to the
payment the sugar company pays to the transport
companies. The sugar company pays for the
transport up to a 80 km distance from the factory –
above that the grower pays. The grower pays as well
for transport and the dirt tare.
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News from North Germany
Germany looks back on a very dry sugar beet
campaign and big differences in sugar yield among
regions. No extensive rainfall since May shows new
challenges in pest and diseases as well as in
harvesting and processing. As a result, beets were
sweeter than ever but the yield lower than average.
In Germany farmers get
extra money when sugar
content is high.
Meanwhile, the market
situation
for
sugar
worldwide, in Europe and
Germany remains tense.
That is a difficult situation
for our members in North
Germany as well. As the
sugar price is quite low, the
sugar beet price for 2018 will
also drop down. Nowadays
the offer of contract for 2020-2022 has started, and
it remains to be seen how beet growers will react on
the difficult market situation.

neighbors already have. For example, in 13 out of 19
member states (that are growing sugar beets) there
are derogations for the use of neonicotinoids. That
means that these countries continue to use
neonicotinoid as seed treatments. Our members do
not want a special handling but want fairness and
equal opportunities. There are also major worries
concerning a harder strategy for plant protection
management and modern breeding technologies.
Moreover, for one third of the EU sugar beet acreage
coupled payments are
paid when growing sugar Dissimilar competitive
beet. Germany does not
conditions make
allow such governmental farmers, sugar
aid.
organizations and
We
are
competition
rules. But
competitive
organizations
support.

sugar industry to call
facing for political support
with fair
dissimilar
conditions make farmers, sugar
and sugar industry to call for political

Dr. Heinrich-Hubertus Helmke, General Secretary
DNZ - Dachverband Norddeutscher Zuckerrübenanbauer
(Head Association of North German Sugar Beet Growers)

Every year growers’ associations and the sugar
industry informed in 35 locations all over North
Germany about new contracts, plant protection and
other important sugar beet aspects. This year one
focus was on unfair competition in sugar beet
cultivation within the EU. In a common European
market should exist
equal conditions for all
In a common
growers. But that is not
European market
always the case as
should exist equal
national
regulations
conditions for all
could
determinate
growers. But that is
Brussels
decisions.
not always the case.
Currently our farmers
fight for same rights and rules our European
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